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Abstract

There have been several new systems for multimedia information access reported in recent years. The
system presented here shares many of their aspects, but it differs in a significant way from them; it ex-
tends the realm of multimedia access to include speaker-based information. We have already prototyped
and reported such a system elsewhere whose main features include SVAPI-based speaker recognition
combined with speech recognition for joint text- and speaker-based retrieval from audio and video. A
vital component of such a system is speaker identification whose performance degrades for utterances
smaller than eight seconds to such an extent that such segments have to be dismissed with a catch-all,
neutral label. Here, we use a Bayesian Information Criterion based speaker clustering technique to ana-
lyze the same audio data. The results of this classifier are combined with those from our SVAPI-based
speaker classifier using a decision integration scheme to produce new labels for many such short speaker
segments. We discuss the details of this combined analysis and its results. We additionally report on a
on-the-fly speaker enrollment scheme using this BIC-based speaker clustering technique.

Introduction
Multimedia information access of live audio and video information is greatly enhanced when retrieval per-
mits textual, image-based and speaker-based queries. We have prototyped and reported a system to process
audio derived from a video stream, such as broadcast news, toproduce text automatically via speech-to-text
transcription and to identify the speakers via speaker recognition (Viswanathan et al., 1999).

Short speaker segments be it genuinely short or as a result ofover-segmentation degrade speaker identifica-
tion performance since these segments are currently dismissed as un-identifiable. In our system previously
reported, we label such segments as “Inconclusive” withoutany attempt to identify the speaker in that seg-
ment. Here, to remedy this shortcoming, we use multiple classifiers. Integrating decisions due to two
classifiers yields a speaker label for many short speaker segments that would otherwise be dismissed as “In-
conclusive”. The focus of this paper is on the decision integration scheme that we have adopted to alleviate
the short utterance speaker labeling problem. This will be presented in the context of our overall system.
An additional area that we address in this paper is on-the-flyspeaker enrollment which greatly facilitates the
training of new speakers for the speaker data store.
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The indexing system consists of a real-time, on-line audio analysis phase, followed by an off-line indexing
phase. The on-line phase consists of: automatic speech transcription obtained using the IBM ViaVoice
Broadcast News engine; a speaker segmentation engine that uses a Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for
acoustic change detection; a text-independent, language-independent, speaker identification engine which
is SVAPI-compliant; and an additional speaker classifier – an extension of the segmentation engine – which
clusters the BIC segments and is used to reinforce or handicap the SVAPI-classifier’s decision. All three
engines run concurrently to produce their respective outputs in real-time on a 400 MHz IBM-compatible
PC.

The off-line indexing is automatically triggered after thefirst phase ends to generate an index in two stages:
one, for text-based retrieval, consisting of statistics extraction for Okapi-based retrieval incorporating chunk-
ing of the transcript into manageable “documents”, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging for morphological
analysis (or intelligent stemming), followed by index building. And two, for speaker-based retrieval, con-
sisting of score-sorted speaker segments, with each segment being associated the audio file source identifier,
start and end times of each segment, assigned label, and match score.
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Figure 1: The architecture of a system for real-time speech recognition, speaker segmentation, speaker
clustering (BIC), and speaker identification (SVAPI) for multimedia indexing and retrieval. This architecture
is realized in an application which analyzes the input audiousing three engines in real-time on a 400MHz
Pentium II PC. Indexing is triggered automatically when theaudio terminates. Note, that the data store
shown is generated off-line.

Audio from a live TV broadcast or equivalent audio source is the input to this system. The system uses
a common front-end signal processing module which convertsthe input audio into mel-cepstral feature
vectors. These multi-dimensional feature vectors are simultaneously delivered to the engines above in a
multi-process and multi-threaded programming environment. The three engines are all programmable via
APIs called SMAPI, SEGAPI, and SVAPI. At the conclusion of the audio broadcast, the indexing API is



invoked automatically to generate the index files (30 secs/audio hour) (Figure 1).

Hirschberg discusses the issues relating to building user interfaces for audio browsing and retrieval systems
(Hirschberg et al., 1999). Satoh describes a system called “Name-It” that uses a combination of face recog-
nition and close-captioning information from a video sequence (Satoh et al., 1999). Srinivasan describes
“CueVideo” which video key frames detection and speech recognition for audio/video browsing and in-
dexing (Srinivasan et al., 1999). A search and retrieval scheme for audio with emphasis on using acoustic
and perceptual features for short and single-gestalt sounds is discussed in (Wold et al., 1996). All of these
approaches use various facets of video and audio processingto arrive at a solution to the vexing problem of
indexing multimedia content.

The next section is a very brief review of speech recognitionas it applies to our audio analysis system for
multimedia indexing. This is followed by a discussion of BIC-based speaker segmentation. A description of
speaker identification follows. A second classifier using BIC once again for clustering speakers is discussed
next followed by a section on how the two speaker classifiers can be combined. We review the results and
close with a summary.

Overview of the Multimedia Information Access System Components

Speech Transcription
The IBM ViaVoice Broadcast News engine is used for transcribing the frames delivered by the front-end to
recognized text. This engine uses a vocabulary of about 60,000 words; an acoustic model trained with 70
hours of broadcast news data; and a language model built using the transcripts for the aforementioned 70
hours plus a corpus of 400 million words of broadcast news text. The output of this module is a succession
of time-stamped words. Table 1 presents the transcription performance on a standard two-hour broadcast
news evaluation test.

Speech Conditions WER (%)

Prepared Speech 22.3
Spontaneous Speech 29.6
Low fidelity Speech 39.6

Speech+Music 37.5
Speech+Background noise 35.1

Non-native speakers 29.7
Overall 29.7

Table 1: Transcription performance as measured by word error rate (WER) for IBM’s 1997 real-time system
for broadcast news.

BIC Segmentation
The BIC-based segmentation engine uses the Bayesian Information Criterion to partition the frames pro-
duced by the front-end (Akaike, 1974; Chen & Gopalakrishnan, 1998; Delacourt et al., 1999); The basic
problem may be viewed as a two-class classification problem where the object is to determine whetherN
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dent feature vectors but not uncorrelated feature elements. The details of this classifier may be formulated
as:
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number of frames of the second part; and lambda (= 1:3) is a penalty function.�BIC < 0 implies, taking
the penalty into account, the model splitting the window into two Gaussians is more likely than the model
representing the entire window with only a single Gaussian.The minimizer of all the�BIC ’s within the
window is considered the frame where the acoustic change occurred.

Speaker Recognition
The speaker recognition module receives the frames from thefront-end directly while obtaining the turns in-
formation from the segmentation module (Figure 1). The IBM speaker recognition engine is text-independent
and language-independent and is SVAPI-compliant (Beigi etal., 1998).

Speaker identification calls for a database of pre-existingvoice-print models and names (later returned as
labels when identified) of the speakers of interest. At run-time, the first eight seconds (that is all is needed
by the engine to make a positive determination of the identity of the speaker and segments shorter than eight
seconds are labeled “Inconclusive”) of the segments delineated by the segmentation process are submitted
for identification and subsequent verification. Identification involves finding the closest match to the run-
time data from the enrolled speakers in the database. Verification confirms or rejects the identification result
by comparing the run-time segment against the speaker’s enrolled model and a set of cohort speaker models.
These cohort models form part of a separate verification binary tree that is built when a speaker sample is
submitted for enrollment. Each identification label derived from comparison against the speaker enrollment
database includes a match score. Also returned are the next(K� 1) closest matches to the test segment.

Each enrolled speaker is modeled by a set of multi-dimensional Gaussian distributions for which the number
of distributions, mean vectors, covariance matrices and priors are retained in the data store. LetfM
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Recognition comprises two stages. (1) Identification, and (2) Verification. First, in the class assignment
stage, the test utterance is assigned one of the prototype classes. This stage produces an ID for the speaker.
Next, in a verification stage the resultant class assignment(ID) from the first stage is subjected to a verifi-
cation test. During verification the claimed speaker ID is confirmed using a second pass over the same data
[7].

Although the first stage of the identification process is inherently a closed-set, i.e., the only possible labels
are those in the database of enrolled speakers), the subsequent verification stage transforms it into an open-
set, as unverified speaker labels can be rejected. The combined performance of the speaker segmentation
and identification components of our system are shown in Table 2.

Speaker segments 104
Segments reported 84/104 (80.8%)
Segments missed 25/104 (23%)
Oversegmentations 5/104 (4.8%)
Identified 70/75 (93.3%)
Mis-identified 5/75 (6.7%)
Inconclusive 9/84 (10.7%)
Verified (from identified) 70/70
Mis-verified (from identified) 0/70
Verified (from mis-identified) 4/5
Mis-verified (from mis-identified) 1/5
Overall Verification 74/75 (98.7%)

Table 2: Speaker segmentation, identification, and verification results on a single broadcast news audio
file with multiple speakers. Segments smaller than eight seconds are assigned an “Inconclusive” label. 75
segments were submitted for identification. 70 were identified and verified. Of the five mis-identifications,
four were upheld, and one was erroneously rejected.

Indexing and Retrieval
A detailed account of the information presented in this section is in (Viswanathan et al., 2000). The rec-
ognizer generates words along with time-alignments for each word (the start time of each word relative to
the start of the audio or video clip) which are collected into“documents”. For each of these “documents”
statistics required by the Okapi equation are gathered and recorded in the index files along with the media
source file name. The time involved in generating the variousindex files is around 1–2% of the time required
in transcription.

The index file for speaker-based retrieval is built from the combined results of speaker identification and BIC
clustering (to be described). Each classification result isaccompanied by a score which is the distance from
the original enrolled speaker model to the audio test segment, start and end times of the segment relative
to the beginning of the audio clip concerned, label (name of the speaker supplied during enrollment), and
media source file name. The speaker index is a compilation of the components of the classification result
arranged in a speaker-by-speaker basis. For each speaker record, the individual segments are stored in a
score-sorted fashion from the best match (between any test segment and that speaker’s voice-print in the
data store) in descending order.

The retrieval engine can process text-based and speaker-based queries either individually or together. For a
text-only query, the topN documents are retrieved from the text index and displayed via the user interface



which includes the means to play the corresponding video or audio clip. Speaker-only queries are handled
in the same manner with the retrieved portions being the transcribed text corresponding to the best matched
speaker segments (topN from best toN th best), along with the video or audio clips.

When a text-and-speaker query is specified, the best matchedsegments are those that contain the relevant
subject material and are spoken by the speaker desired. The candidate documents are first gathered based
on the text part of the query. The start and end times of each ofthese documents are compared against the
start and end times of all the segments for the user-specifiedspeaker. (This latter information is available
in the speaker index.) All overlapping portions between thedocument segments and the speaker segments
satisfy the user query. These are collected, sorted, normalized and the topN are presented to the user, as
transcripts along with access to the corresponding video oraudio clips.

We ran experiments for the entire system using five hours of broadcast news video data and 43 enrolled
speakers. A 30-minute video segment was used in testing. Combined test-speaker retrieval accuracy mea-
sured as the ratio of number of relevant documents among all the retrieved documents over all queries was
84%. When available, the top 10 documents were retrieved foreach query. Retrieved documents for queries
like ”defense secretary” are considered relevant only if they contain both words. In the combined search, er-
rors were both due to speaker mis-classifications and irrelevant documents being retrieved. Sample queries
include ”land mines/Patrick Leahy” and ”plane crashes/Natalie Allen”).

BIC Clustering
The BIC-based speaker segmentation engine, described above, has also a clustering capability that we ex-
ploit for both on-the-fly speaker enrollment and decision integration with SVAPI classifier. As the BIC
segmentation process produces new speaker segments, the BIC clustering process assigns newly produced
segments to clusters (Tritschler & Gopinath, 1999). These clusters are generated automatically and is com-
pletely data driven. Our thesis is that each cluster has the characteristic of being acoustically similar and is
therefore derived from a single speaker. The converse of theBIC rule applied during segmentation is used
here. The�BIC between each new segment and all existing clusters is computed. Then, the segment is
assigned to the cluster which engendered the largest positive�BIC. If none of the computed�BICs are
positive, then the segment forms a new cluster. In our implementation, a BIC identity can be established in
three seconds. (Segments shorter than 3 seconds are assigned the cluster ID 0 which is synonymous with
SVAPI classifier’s ”Inconclusive” label.) Since the SVAPI-based speaker classifier uses eight seconds for a
decision, all segments which run less than eight seconds andover three seconds can be assigned a labeled
based on the consensus of the two classifiers, BIC and SVAPI. The algorithm is quite simple. All segments
are concurrently processed using both classifiers. Therefore, each segment has two labels – a speaker label
(name) and a BIC cluster ID. Both these assignments are duly recorded in our own internal data structure,
the “turn buffer”. For every segment with an “Inconclusive”label, we obtain the cluster ID, and scour the
turn buffer to find any previously recorded label corresponding to this ID. There are three possibilities –
zero, one, or more than one corresponding labels. If there isone, we re-assign the “Inconclusive” label to
that SVAPI label. If there is more than one, then we can re-assign it to the more frequently occurring label,
if there is a preponderance of evidence towards one SVAPI label; otherwise no re-assignment is applied. If
the turn buffer reveals no matching labels for a cluster id, no re-assignment can be done.

The Turn Buffer
As the segmentation process progresses, the segment boundary information, the turns, are recorded in a data
structure along with a host of additional information. Eachsegment is identified by its leading turn. Hence
with the segment number one can extract the audio frame number of the leading turn, the ranked identity
set pertaining to that segment along with their respective scores, and the BIC-based cluster ID that has been
assigned to the segment. The SVAPI-based speaker identification algorithm determines the “distance” of



the candidate segment to each of the speakers in the data store. The shortest distance corresponds to the
best match. Each test segment engenders a full list of matches which is trimmed to retain just the top 10
speakers. All of these 10 labels and the corresponding scores (distances) are recorded in the turn buffer. The
turn buffer also retains same for the clustering process on asegment-by-segment basis. This information is
later used in decision integration of the two lists to obtaina single consensus label for each segment.

Combining Classifiers Decisions
Speaker identification with the SVAPI engine does not perform adequately on utterances shorter than eight
seconds. We therefore dismiss such segments with a catch-all “Inconclusive” label. Remember, that the
BIC segmentation exhibits over-segmentation rate of 6%. Toaddress this shortcoming, we have integated
the result of the SVAPI- and BIC-based classifiers. The decision integration process starts after the audio
ends (either naturally or by user action) and prior to the commencement of indexing.

Figure 2: Scattergram for a 30-minute TV broadcast news segment including commercials showing confor-
mity between SVAPI and BIC based speaker classification. There are 12 speakers in the segment. Speaker
1 and cluster ID 0 correspond to “Inconclusive.”

This decision integration is best visualized by constructing a scattergram with the BIC-reported cluster ID’s
and the SVAPI-reported speakers along the two axes. Accumulation in any given resolution cell of the
scattergram is viewed as increased SVAPI-BIC conformity. Thus to unravel the identity of segments shorter
than eight seconds, we scan all resolution cells corresponding to a given cluster ID with a view to locate
the one with the highest frequency of occurrence. If the frequency of a located resolution cell exceeds a



user-defined threshold then all inconclusive segments withthat cluster ID will assume the SVAPI-assigned
name pertaining to that resolution cell. The turn buffer, described above, which relates the cluster ID’s to the
segment number and thence to their corresponding SVAPI-assigned ID’s is updated with the new speaker
identities.

Figure 2 shows the scattergram resulting from a 30-minute broadcast news video segment with 12 scored
speakers using a 43-speaker data store. Note the conformityin the cells corresponding to speaker 12–cluster
ID 5, and speaker 13–cluster 12. We deduce, therefore, that the “Inconclusive” segments with cluster IDs
5 and 12 belong to speakers 12 and 13 respectively. This corresponds to the ground truth. The threshold
we use for re-assignment is three, i.e., accumulation must exceed three to warrant re-assignment. This
has been confirmed by experimentation. Hence, the above speakers are the only ones re-labeled in this
particular run of the test depicted in the figure. Therefore,all the “Inconclusive” segments with cluster ID
5 can be re-labeled as speaker 12, and cluster ID 12 as speaker13. Pursuing the steps delineated above,
the number of segments labeled as ”Inconclusive” were reduced from 27 to 20, a 26% reduction. The
highest accumulations in the scattergram are due to the anchors in the broadcast news segments since they
do tend to appear frequently during and in between news stories. (The news segment included commercials
which engender more segments per commercial than warrantedbecause of the frequent transition in acoustic
conditions from music to voice to voice over music and more. For this reason, the commercial sections were
excluded in our analysis.)

On-the-fly Speaker Enrollment
Speaker identification with the SVAPI identification enginecalls for a pre-existing voice-prints of the speak-
ers of interest so far in the course of an off-line process. The task of registering new speakers into a speaker
data store is a manual one. It requires a collection of audio files for all speaker of interest, with one or more
files for each speaker. Each file of set of files are submitted insequence to the enrollment system along with
a label for the speaker. (This is the label that the system later produces during the speaker identification
stage.) This approach presumes the existence of sample voice files for all speaker of interest.

Using the segment cluster ID process in conjunction with SVAPI labeling it is possible to partially automate
this process. The automation permits the nomination of speakers of interest when the speaker identification
system is running. This comprises of:

� Feeding in a live or pre-recorded audio or video stream. As the input stream is transcribed, segmented,
and SVAPI-labeled, the cluster ID’s of the respective segments are also assigned.

� Then, the SVAPI-label of any segment is changed using an user-interface assisted pop-up to “correct”
the SVAPI-label. The user can correct any segment label because the user is presumably listening
to the audio and knows the identity of the speaker. Moreover,the speaker identification process is
limited to the list of labels available in the data store.

� The turn buffer then records the changed values along with a flag indicating a user override. The
system records the audio along with the new user-defined label for later enrollment.

� Finally, when the audio terminates, all the recorded audio clips for the different speakers as defined
by the user are submitted in batch mode for enrollment. The data store is updated in one step.

Figure 3 shows a snapshot of our application for on-the-fly enrollment. The biggest advantage this approach
offers other than the ease of use in adding speakers is that all this can be done in “production mode” of the
system, i.e., when the system is actually being used for audio analysis and preparing indexes for audio/video
retrieval. Another feature is that once a speaker name is entered, all subsequent segments with that cluster
ID are assigned the same name. (In fact, all these segments are collected for later enrollment.) This feature
permits a speaker to be tracked throughout transcription, which in itself can be useful application.



Figure 3: On-the-fly enrollment in progress. The user interface at the bottom left of the figure is active
throughout the duration of the application. The cluster ID appears along side the speaker label as seen.
A speaker label assignment can be altered by entering the cluster ID in the “Cluster ID” field, the new
speaker label in the “Speaker” field, and clicking on “Accept”. Any speaker label change will replace all the
assignments for that cluster ID in the turn buffer. Enrollment of speakers occurs when the application ends.

Conclusion
We have presented a solution for coping with the problem of building speaker indexes with short speaker
segments, arising from genuine short utterances or over-segmentation. We extended our BIC-based seg-
mentation component to act as a second classifier by providing a cluster ID for reported speaker segments in
addition to the SVAPI labels. We then integrated these cluster IDs with those assigned by the SVAPI-based
classifier to overturn the decisions dismissing many short speaker segments (less than eight seconds) as “In-
conclusive.” In our tests, some 26% of such segments were revived and assigned new speaker labels which
conformed to the ground truth without any mis-assignment.

We further used the BIC cluster IDs to make on-the-fly enrollment of new speakers a reality which eliminates
the need to prepare separate audio clips for training new speakers for addition into the speaker database. With
this feature existing speaker data stores can be augmented with additional speakers while in performance
mode. Formerly, this had to be done when the system was off-line.

We plan on continuing our research along these lines incorporating results from multiple classifiers while
retaining the all-important real-time nature of the underlying system. Possible avenues for further study
include the integration of face recognition as yet another “speaker” identification scheme.
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